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This remark may sound as an exaggeration but I find it astute.
Russia is more personalist than the (post-Stalin) USSR. It is
also in many respects more centralised. For example, a
separate Siloviki hierarchy unanswerable to the regional
authorities is the post-Soviet innovation
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“I would never have imagined that I would miss the 
Politburo,” said Rene Nyberg, the former Finnish 
ambassador to Moscow. “There is no political organization 
in Russia that has the power to hold the president and 
commander in chief accountable.”
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In Russia all the people with guns/badges are answerable only to Moscow. Police,

Investigation Committee, Prosecutors, FSB and the National Guard of course. All the law

enforcement/warrior cops are 100% centralised, governors have no authority over them 

Not the case in the USSR
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In the (post-Stalin) USSR nomenklatura hold a tight grip over the ppl with guns and often

did it on the regional level. Not only were the regular cops answerable to the

regional/republican Party committee, but even the military commanders could be integrated

into the latter

In other words, in the USSR the civilian hierarchy (nomenklatura) was not separated from

the ppl with guns. Cops, prosecutors, etc. were answerable to the *local* Party committee,

who basically owned the cops. And even with the military there could be a degree of

integration

In modern Russia however, the government made sure that the regional authorities have 0

ppl with guns under their command. Like absolutely zero. In the last year, even the last

gubernatorial bodyguard services were disbanded. Now every governor is guarded by the

National Guard

The full separation of the people-with-guns hierarchy from the civilian hierarchy with the

full centralisation of command over the former is not a Soviet, but a Russian innovation.

Non-ideological, low trust and personalist regime won’t allow anyone to have a single

gunman under


